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By the development of economic globalization, more and more European and 
American company considers China as a “Global Processing Factory” and sets their 
manufacturing center in China. Now those European and American companies found 
their Chinese factories become more and more difficult to make profit if they only set 
manufacturing center in China. How dose the foreign-funded company develop in 
China? As a typical case, this article made a strategy analysis and finance accessment 
on Meggitt (Xiamen) company ground fueling product transfer project. This article try 
to answer below questions: Is it valuable to transfer this aerospace ground fueling 
product from UK to China in strategy? Why dose this project looks good for Meggitt 
(Xiamen) but difficult payoff now? How can Meggitt (Xiamen) overcome the 
dilemma and what’s the ways out? 
This article is made up of six chapters. Chapter one: study background. It 
introduces the study background and target. Chapter two: project strategy feasibility 
analysis. It analyzes the multinational company product transfer root cause from the 
views of politics, economy, society, technology. And it used Port Five Force Model to 
demonstrate the Meggitt (Xiamen) aerospace ground fueling product transfer project 
strategy value. Chapter three: Marketing demand and forecast analysis. In this chapter, 
it analyzed the global and China aerospace ground fueling product industry status and 
the competition situation. Chapter four: project budget and financing analysis. In this 
chapter, it foresees the total investment and defined the financing scheme. It also 
calculated the capital cost. Chapter five: project finance profit analysis and risk 
assessment. It dopes out the statement of profit appropriation and the statement of 
cash flow in the following five years in this chapter. And it uses NPV, IRR and static 
payback period for the finance feasibility study. The risk matrix is also be used in this 
chapter for risk assessment. Chapter six: Conclusion and Proposal. It summarized the 
conclusion of the research and delivery a proposal to improve the existing situation.  
In conclusion, this article uses comparison method, Porter Five Force Model, 
static payback period, NPV, IRR to testify the strategy meaning of transferring 
aerospace ground fueling product from UK to China. At the same time, it indicated 
the budget and quotation mistakes are the root cause of dilemma. It also worked out a 
proposal for this project to overcome the current dilemma. The conclusion in this 
article may helpful for those companies which have or plan to set a factory in China. 
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